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INTRODUCTION
The Rice Lake Area School District has
partnered with the Donovan Group to
conduct a communication audit and
planning process. This initiative includes
the following components:

DATA COLLECTION
The Donovan Group conducted an inventory of current communication practices,
including the methods used to reach stakeholders to determine what is working well and
any potential areas of improvement. To gather this data, the Donovan Group conducted a
series of interviews with key staff about how they communicate. Additionally, the
Donovan Group utilized a communications inventory tool to gather this same information
from other key staff communicators.
The community and staff survey was open March 16 through April 1, 2022.

COMMUNICATION AUDIT
The district has initiated a
communication audit to
better understand
constituents’
perceptions of the
organization, get a sense
of what constituents
think about current
communication efforts,
and determine which
types of information are
of particular interest to
constituents. The audit
will also help determine
how constituents wish to
be informed. The audit will
include the facilitation of
a communication
committee, inventory of
current practices, and
community and staff
surveys.

COMMUNICATION
PLAN
Creation of a 12month district
communication plan
focused on achieving
a series of
measurable goals,
including a roadmap of
monthly to-do items.
The Donovan Group
will develop the plan in
conjunction with a
district committee.
The final plan will be
presented to the
Board of Education.

BRANDING STYLE GUIDE
AND TEMPLATE
DOCUMENTS
Establish a branding style
guide for the district to
provide clear direction for
the use of the district’s
logo, colors, and branding.
Provide a variety of
template documents and
guidance the district can
use for its marketing and
communication efforts.
The may include the
following:
News release
Media advisory
Fact sheets
Family and staff
letters
District letterhead

WEBSITE AUDIT
Conduct an audit of
the district’s
website to find
areas where
improvements to
the user experience
can be made. This
process is included
in the development
of this audit report.

COMMUNICATIONS INVENTORY
RESULTS
KEY STAFF COMMUNICATORS INTERVIEWS - INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
In your current role in the district, please share all of the ways in which you communicate.
What is the best way for you to communicate with those you need to communicate with?
What is your biggest communication challenge?
What is your biggest communication opportunity?
Is there anything else you would like to share with us about district or school communications?

INTERVIEW THEMES
COMMON DISTRICT COMMUNICATION
STRATEGIES
Email messages
Skyward messaging system
Facebook and other social media platforms
(Twitter, Instagram)
Staff text messages
Staff and Board updates
Website
Digital marquee sign
COMMUNICATION CHALLENGES
Engaging both families and staff to
check/read emails, including providing
accurate email addresses
Frequency of staff updates
Time to prioritize communications
Communication between school sites and
the district office to be consistent

BEST COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES
Staff email messages
Family messaging through Skyward
system
COMMUNICATION OPPORTUNITIES
Ensure consistent communications between the
school sites and district office, including sharing
of social media posts
Increase frequency of face-to-face
communication now that the pandemic is
starting to be in the rear window
Create more professional looking
communications to better market the district
Establish clear job duties and expectations for
secretarial/office staff who may need to be more
on the front line of communicating
Communicate more human resource items and
processes

KEY STAFF
COMMUNICATORS
INVENTORY TOOL
RESULTS
SURVEY REPORT APRIL 2022
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As we begin our communications planning process with the Rice
Lake Area School District, we would like to begin with this brief
survey as part of our communications inventory. This will allow us
to better understand the ways in which you are currently
communicating, what you think is working well, what is not
working well, and what may be improved.

PROCESS & METHODOLOGY

The survey was administered using the
Donovan Group’s survey engine. Efforts
were made to ensure that all eligible
respondents had the opportunity to take the
survey, but that no respondents took it
multiple times. In accordance with best
practices in online research and to protect
the security of the survey, internet protocol
(IP) addresses were logged and each
response was time-stamped.

SURVEY RESULTS

Eleven staff members completed the
survey. To complete the survey,
respondents must have clicked "submit" at
the end of the survey and answered all of
the required questions.

1. WHAT IS YOUR NAME? / 2. WHAT IS YOUR POSITION?
Marsha Scherz • Director of Instruction
and Learning
Karla Grenier • Elementary Art Teacher
Joann Walker • Principal
Mike Shomion • High School Counselor
Natalie Springer • Elementary Principal

Bert Richard • Board of Education
Jenna Munden • 8th Grade Math Teacher
Billie Hovde • Math Interventionist
Tonia Leamy • Attendance Secretary
Jennifer Burish • Administrative Assistant
Josh Tomesh • Middle School Principal

3. IN WHICH BUILDING DO YOU PRIMARILY WORK?
Administration Building
18.18%

Rice Lake High School
18.18%
Hilltop Elementary School
9.09%

Rice Lake Middle School
18.18%

Other 9.09%
Haugen Elementary School
0%

Tainter Elementary School
27.27%

4. IN YOUR CURRENT ROLE IN THE DISTRICT, PLEASE CHECK ALL OF THE WAYS IN WHICH YOU
COMMUNICATE. (WE ASSUME THAT YOU DO FACE-TO-FACE COMMUNICATION, ONE-ON-ONE
TELEPHONE CALLS, IN-PERSON MEETINGS, AND VIRTUAL MEETINGS (DURING COVID-19).
THUS, THEY ARE NOT INCLUDED HERE.) PLEASE USE THE "OTHER" OPTION TO INCLUDE ITEMS
NOT ON THE LIST.
Parent or community email newsletters
School website
District website
Direct mail (i.e., "snail mail")
Facebook
Brochures
Advertisements, articles, guest columns,
and “op-eds” in local newspapers
Video
Surveys
Printed parent or community email
newsletters (i.e. hard copy)
Media relations (interviews with the local
media)

15.09%
11.32%
11.32%
9.43%
7.55%
7.55%
5.66%
5.66%
5.66%
3.77%
3.77%

Focus groups
Robocalls
Instagram
Service club presentations (e.g., meetings
of local chapters of the Rotary Club or
Kiwanis Club)
Key communicator groups (i.e., influential
community members who meet with you
regularly)
Other
Canvas app
Twitter
Issue-specific “Frequently Asked
Questions” and “one-pager” documents
Banners

3.77%
1.89%
1.89%
1.89%
1.89%
1.89%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

5. WHAT IS THE BEST WAY FOR YOU TO
COMMUNICATE WITH THOSE YOU NEED
TO COMMUNICATE WITH?

The best way to engage in communication
(dialogue) is in a face to face meeting. The best
way to make announcements or share
information is through our district website,
social media, or email.
E mail
With staff I communicate weekly
screencastify messages. These Weekly
Updates are sent through email as well as our
google classroom. Other ways that I
communicate are email and/or direct face to
face communication depending on the type of
communication. I always encourage an open
door policy for staff. However, if I am not
available, I I have feedback/concern forms as
an option for staff to fill out. With parents, we
have monthly newsletters that are on our
website and email home. We communicate
via email, phone or in person.
electronically - email and/or school website
I feel using Skylert with the email and Text
message feature is a great way to reach
families.
Face to Face
Face to face meetings are preferred when it is
possible to get everyone together. Email is also
a great option.
Email
Email, one-on-one phone calls or in person
conversations.
Most of the communication I do is through
email.
Email, Video Messages, and Robocalls

6. AS IT RELATES TO COMMUNICATION,
WHAT ARE YOU CURRENTLY DOING THAT
IS NOT WORKING WELL?

Sharing things that are happening in my
classroom on a regular basis/monthly. I utilize
my 2 schools' newsletters for sharing, but they
have different deadlines. I would like to be
sharing on a monthly basis.
Not sure at this point.
NA
I don't get a lot of feedback on how many
families read the monthly newsletter.
Doodle meeting scheduling
Communicating to the entire school rather
than just my team.
I post daily announcements on the school
website and I am not sure how many families
read those announcements. Also, phone calls
are made to families when students are not in
school. There are quite a few families who do
not have voicemail set-up or their voicemails
are full. We do not have email addresses for all
families.
Emailing, phone calls, in-person meetings.
We seem to struggle to get parents and
community into our school for face to face
meetings.

7. WHAT IS YOUR BIGGEST
COMMUNICATION CHALLENGE?

Time.
Time. Since I service 2 schools and hundreds
of students, at times it is difficult to keep up
with communicating/sharing current
happenings.
Keeping up with all the email. I feel I spend
quite a bit of time creating weekly Updates,
however I am not always sure they are read
or listened to.
Students/families paying attention to
communication from us (school)
Ensuring the information is timely and in an
easy to read manner-not a lot of long articles
but short easy to read articles.
none
Having time to meet with those that I need
to meet with.
Being able to share the information to all
groups of interest.
My biggest challenge is reaching families in a
timely manner. If we were able to send text
messages, I feel like we would reach more
people and have better communication.
I don't have any communication challenges,
however, it will be nice when the district is all
on the same page and we start looking more
professional in the way we communicate.
Being consistent with messaging and
reaching all parents given the rural setting
we live in.

8. WHAT IS YOUR BIGGEST
COMMUNICATION OPPORTUNITY?

Social Media
The addition of Erin J. as our media specialist person
has been great-she has made it very easy for us to
'share' what is happening in our classrooms with
parents and the community! For 2 years now she has
helped the art dept. create a daily sharing template on
FB in the month of March-celebrating Youth Art Month.
In the past, I don't think many people knew about this.
I am trying to keep a balance of communication and
messages clear and focused. Face to face staff
meetings are my biggest opportunity. Weekly Screen
casts have been received favorably by staff
?
I would love to develop a monthly podcast or a
biweekly podcast where I talk about what is happening
at school so parents can feel like they are up to date
and informed.
face to face
Building leadership team meetings offer me the
greatest opportunity to communicate with others
from the building. Also our common prep time is
important to maintain communication with the other
teachers in my grade level on a daily basis.
Being on committees that directly make decisions
regarding issues/procedures/policies.
As a district, this is the perfect time to update our
look, update our communication pieces and start
looking like the professionals we are.
I have recently started using video messaging with
parents and have received lots of positive feedback.

9. IS THERE ANYTHING YOU WOULD LIKE TO SHARE WITH US ABOUT DISTRICT OR SCHOOL
COMMUNICATIONS?

Being that I teach at 2 schools and have taught at more in the past, it has been nice to see administrators
working towards consistent communication between buildings-everyone sending out the same
information at the same time. I think our district does a really good job of keeping staff informed through
updates, and also reminders that come to us through our email/on our phones/etc.
Not at this time. Thank you
no
I feel that sometimes we are not communicated with about district level issues until after it has been
discussed at a board meeting. If there are board committees discussing issues that affect teachers, they
should be communicating with us more often so we are not surprised by what comes out at the meeting.
There are also times that members of the public know things before staff members.
There are 3 elementary schools in the district and it seems that communication is not consistent
throughout all 3 schools.

PROCESS & METHODOLOGY

The survey was administered using the Donovan
Group’s survey engine. Efforts were made to ensure
that all eligible respondents had the opportunity to
take the survey, but that no respondents took it
multiple times. In accordance with best practices in
online research and to protect the security of the
survey, internet protocol (IP) addresses were logged
and each response was time-stamped. The survey
was open from March 16 through April 1, 2022.
It is worth noting that, by design, this data is not based
on a scientific sample. Therefore, it should be treated
as qualitative data that is similar to data from a large
number of focus groups. Because we used a
convenience sample, it would be methodologically
inappropriate to carry out a regression analysis or
attempt to calculate error. Our response pool to date
is a solid one that provides sound data to the board.

SURVEY RESULTS

A total of 361 community members completed the
survey. To complete the survey, respondents must
have clicked "submit" at the end of the survey and
answered all of the required questions.
Below are the questions and their corresponding
responses.

RICE LAKE
COMMUNITY
SURVEY
REPORT
MARCH/APRIL 2022
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Rice Lake Area School District (RLASD) is dedicated
to partnering with students, families and community
members to provide a safe learning environment to
ensure students achieve academic and personal success
as they become lifelong learners.
As part of continuous improvement efforts, RLASD is
seeking new and better ways to inform and engage the
district community through an anonymous survey. The
survey is designed to measure the effectiveness of
RLASD’s communication efforts and to determine where
improvements can be made.
This report provides a summary of responses to the
survey, along with analysis from the Donovan Group team.

1. PLEASE CHECK ALL OF THE FOLLOWING THAT APPLY TO YOU.

Analysis: The majority of respondents to this survey are parents of current RLASD students. About 38% of all
respondents serve in various roles throughout the district.
I am a parent or guardian of a current student
72.03%
My child participates in RLAS-sponsored activities
34.35%
I am a current student
0.83%
I am a teacher or certified staff member
22.16%
I am a school support staff member or paraprofessional
7.48%
I am a school or district administrator
1.39%
I am a school or district staff member
5.26%
I am a school board member
0.55%
Other
4.16%

2. For which school do you work?
(This question was only asked of those who
selected that they work in the district in
question #1)
Haugen Elementary
Hilltop Elementary
Tainter Elementary
Rice Lake Middle School
Rice Lake High School
Warriors on Wisconsin (WOW)
Not Applicable
Other

17.56%
21.37%
29.01%
28.24%
24.43%
3.82%
2.29%
4.58%

3. WHICH SCHOOL DO YOU OR YOUR
CHILD(REN) ATTEND?

Analysis: Distribution for the two previous questions
accurately depicts student and staff distribution
among schools.
Haugen Elementary
7.58%
Hilltop Elementary
16.29%
Tainter Elementary
22.35%
Rice Lake Middle School
40.91%
Rice Lake High School
50.38%
Warriors on Wisconsin (WOW)
0.00%
Not Applicable
0.00%
Other
3.41%

4. HOW LONG HAVE YOU SERVED IN YOUR CURRENT ROLE? (THIS QUESTION WAS ONLY ASKED
OF THOSE WHO SELECTED THAT THEY WORK IN THE DISTRICT IN QUESTION #1)

Analysis: The majority of the staff are newer, with almost 50% having worked for the district for five years or fewer.
There are no staff who have worked for more than 30 years responding to this survey.
Fewer than 2 years
23.02%
Between 2 and 5 years
24.60
Between 5 and 10 years
27.78%
Between 10 and 20 years
12.70%
Between 20 and 30 years
11.90%
More than 30 years
0.00%

5. WHERE DO YOU GET MOST OF YOUR
INFORMATION ABOUT RLASD?
(SELECT ALL THAT APPLY)

Analysis: Email is by far the most common source for
information for respondents. Social media is a distant
second place, closely followed by communication (oral
or written) from teachers or staff.
Email messages from RLASD
93.63%
Social media
44.32%
Teachers and staff
40.32%
Direct mailings from RLASD
22.71%
Newsletters from RLASD
21.61%
School board meetings
17.73%
Friends or neighbors
14.13%
Local newspaper
9.97%
Parent organizations
6.65%
Email messages from others
5.26%
Other
4.71%
Professional organizations
1.66%
Professional networks
1.11%
Local radio stations
1.11%
Direct mailings from others
0.55%
Newsletters from others
0.28%
Local TV stations
0.28%

6. WHICH OF THE ABOVE SOURCES DO
YOU CONSIDER TO BE MOST
CREDIBLE? WHY?

Summary: Respondents’ answers indicate a high level
of trust in the district. Many indicated that any
information that comes directly from the district,
whether email, social media or a meeting, would be
trustworthy information. Well over 150 responses
directly mentioned email as the most credible source
of information.
Below is a sampling of each of these common themes.
(Responses have not been edited.)
Depends on what type of information. In terms of
times of events, locations for events etc...my "goto" would be Facebook. In terms of policies,
procedures and the system itself, I would prefer
to get that information directly from the school
district.
Direct from RLASD (email, social, or website) or
direct from their teachers. I would say because it
is from RLASD and not a 3rd party. It would be the
most direct & reliable.
I believe all to be credible. Social media is only
credible if the information is from the school
district's page.
The emails from school because I appreciate
hearing information directly from building
administrators and I appreciate that all parents
are receiving the same information.

7. WHEN IT COMES TO SOCIAL
MEDIA, WHAT WOULD BE YOUR
PREFERRED SOURCE TO RECEIVE
INFORMATION ABOUT RLASD?
(PLEASE RANK IN ORDER OF
PREFERENCE, WITH 1 INDICATING
MOST PREFERRED AND 5
INDICATING LEAST PREFERRED.) IF
YOU ARE NOT A USER OF SOCIAL
MEDIA, YOU MAY SKIP THIS
QUESTION.
Analysis: It is not surprising that the

8. WHICH TECHNOLOGIES AND/OR SOURCES DO
YOU REGULARLY USE TO RECEIVE NEWS,
INCLUDING STATE, NATIONAL, AND WORLD NEWS?
(SELECT ALL THAT APPLY)
Analysis: As we have seen previously, email and Facebook are
again popular sources for news outside of the district. Radio,
television and news websites remain popular sources as well.
Email
61.77%
Facebook
58.17%
Television
54.85%
News websites
52.63%
Radio
44.32%
Newspapers
39.89%
Text messages
36.84%
Online videos (including Youtube)
19.39%
Instagram
14.40%
Podcasts
13.85%
TikTok
6.65%
Magazines
6.65%
Twitter
4.71%
Other
3.60%

most popular social media platform ranks
as the most preferred social media
source to learn about district
information. Along with email, Facebook
would be a logical secondary form of
communication for the district. The
ranking remained the same for the
comparison group.
Facebook
1
Instagram
2
YouTube
3
Twitter
4
LinkedIn
5

9. ON A SCALE OF 0 TO 10, HOW LIKELY WOULD YOU BE TO RECOMMEND RLASD AND ITS
SERVICES TO A COLLEAGUE OR FRIEND? (A SCORE OF ZERO INDICATES YOU WOULD NOT
RECOMMEND THE ORGANIZATION, WHILE A SCORE OF 10 INDICATES YOU WOULD BE EXTREMELY
LIKELY TO RECOMMEND IT.)

Analysis: Of 361 total responses, 247 (or 68%) rank RLASD with an 8, 9 or 10. This shows a high level of support for
the district.

5

2

7

6

8

22
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75

64

108

10. HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE RLASD AND ITS SERVICES TO SOMEONE WHO IS
UNFAMILIAR WITH THE ORGANIZATION?

Summary: The overall sentiment from the responses was positive, with many answers indicating that RLASD is a
bigger district with a small feel, and plenty of opportunities both academically and with co-curricular activities.
Below is a sampling of each of these common themes. (Responses have not been edited.)
A great school district that takes pride in the education of the students.
Because of the size of the district, Rice Lake offers many opportunities to families and students. A wide range of
athletic and co-curricular activities are available, many that you will not find in smaller districts.
Great school. Wide array of offerings/opportunities. My children are happy there. Always had good rapport and
communication with teachers. Strong leadership.

11. WHAT TYPES OF INFORMATION
WOULD YOU LIKE TO RECEIVE FROM
RLASD? (SELECT ALL THAT APPLY)

Analysis: Respondents are interested in learning
about a wide variety of happenings in the district.
General district information and updates about
schools, programs, services and students top the
list for respondents.
General news and updates from
the organization
News and updates on specific
programs and services
News and updates on professional
development opportunities
News and updates about RLASD
schools
Accomplishments of RLASD staff
members
Accomplishments of RLASD
students
Board and committee agendas and
minutes

83.38%

Other

3.60%

68.70%
36.01%
78.95%
47.65%
68.14%
56.51%

12. WHAT WOULD BE THE BEST WAY FOR
RLASD TO COMMUNICATE WITH YOU?

Summary: Once again, the overwhelming answer here
is email. Of 361 responses, at least 272 contained
the word email. There were several other thoughts
for the best communication method, and many of
those did include email as well.
Below are a few responses as examples. (Responses
have not been edited.)
Emails should be sent for information on specific
school related events. Social media can be used
to celebrate the accomplishments, accolades
and general good news.
It would be great to have a quarterly paper copy
and email newsletter that provides everyone with
school updates, available sports and learning
activities for kids to participate in, community
events, and organizational updates and events. A
1 stop place to find out what all kids and parents
can get involved in. This would include
community programs, not just the school.
Social media, mail. I think monthly mailings that
are thorough would be helpful. I do not want my
inbox or mailbox flooded, as I fear I would then
start to just delete without reading.
Email messages, Email messages containing a
link to a newsletter, and social media posts.

13. WHAT INFORMATION ABOUT RLASD WOULD YOU LIKE TO RECEIVE THAT YOU
ARE NOT CURRENTLY RECEIVING?

Summary: Many respondents answered that they are receiving a good amount of information, but some noted
information about board meeting agenda or notes, timely information about upcoming co-curricular events and
other meetings in the schools.
Below is a sampling of comments. (Responses have not been edited.)
Agendas and important decisions from the School Board Meetings. Information about School Board Candidates.
communication from teachers and coaches about events, practices, games, in advance of the events
happening
Notice about Parent Teacher Conference sign ups and other events more than 3-4 days in advance. 2+ week
notice would be great for those of us who work.
Please provide more information on how to sign up for extra circulator activities and who to contact for follow
through.

14. ARE THERE ANY SPECIFIC ORGANIZATIONS OR ENTITIES THAT YOU BELIEVE REPRESENT
THE "GOLD STANDARD" IN TERMS OF COMMUNICATION? IF SO, PLEASE LIST ONE OF MORE
OF THEM HERE AND STATE WHY YOU THINK SO:
Summary: There was a wide variety of answers regarding a gold standard of communication. Some pointed to
outside sources that they thought presented clear information in a nice format, and others reflected inward and
suggested a streamlined approach to communication with email taking the lead.
Below is a sampling of comments. (Responses have not been edited.)
Email is probably gold standard, but a newsletter stating recent news/updates and what to expect or look for in
the next few months would also be ideal.
emails. I appreciate receiving registration information in the postal mail. It is a lot of information to digest.
Text messages for important or time sensitive info, emails for everything else
There are too many avenues of communication and everyone uses a different one.

15. I AM SATISFIED WITH THE INFORMATION I RECEIVE FROM RLASD.
Analysis: 87% of
respondents chose “Agree”
or “Strongly agree” that they
are satisfied with the
information received from
RLASD. The district is
providing valuable
information to its community,
but there are always ways to
continue to grow and spread
information through the
district community. Results
are similar with the
comparison group.

Agree
60.11%
Strongly agree
27.70%
Strongly disagree
1.66%

Disagree
10.53%

16. PLEASE EXPLAIN WHY YOU ANSWERED THE PREVIOUS QUESTION AS YOU DID.

Summary: Respondents are mostly satisfied with the communications they receive from the district, though some
point out that timely information can be delivered too late, or emails can be missed. It does appear that a standard
approach to consistent communication would be something both staff and parents would benefit from.
Below is a sampling of each of these common themes. (Responses have not been edited.)
Emails and text messages contain all the information to stay "in the know." Clear communication with direct
instructions for follow-up required by families when needed.
I appreciate finding out about things that have happened. Improvement would be finding out what is coming up
from an administration standpoint, not just activities.
I feel like I am kept in the loop on most things. Once in a while, I learn of something after the fact.
I'm sure things get missed when it comes to communication, but Randy has done an outstanding job of keeping
staff and parents informed. Social media has been wonderful for school events and Board meetings. It has been
nice to have Board meetings on YouTube so we can look back if needed.

17. IF I HAVE QUESTIONS OR REQUIRE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, I AM CONFIDENT I CAN GET
THE INFORMATION I NEED FROM RLASD.
No opinion
4.43%
Strongly disagree
1.94%
Disagree
8.59%
Strongly agree
39.89%
Agree
45.15%

Analysis: Here again,
nearly 85% of
respondents feel
confident that they can
find information they
seek from the district.

18. WHAT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION WOULD YOU LIKE TO PROVIDE TO RLASD AS WE WORK
TO IMPROVE OUR COMMUNICATION EFFORTS?

Summary: Many respondents feel satisfied with the amount and frequency of communication, but where
improvements could be made appear to fall on timeliness, board meeting information and larger district happenings.
Below is a sampling of comments. (Responses have not been edited.)
Please return to provide snapshot agenda and minute info from board mtgs. I also appreciated the surveying and
report-outs during the beginning stages of COVID as it was good to understand the various viewpoints and overall
outcomes - this can help to determine education and awareness gaps as well.
Please send items at least a couple days in advance. I've gotten emails before for the next day and if I don't check
my home email for a day, I miss out on things, or can't plan for my kids to take part in the activities being planned.
The content is fine, it's the timing that seems to need improvement in my opinion.
Seems like there could be more information shared from the district level on current/upcoming projects or
objectives or policy changes.

WEBSITE
AUDIT
RESULTS

March 31, 2022
To: Randy Drost, Rice Lake Area School District Superintendent
From: Dr. Lori Mueller, Donovan Group Partner
Re: Short-term Website Improvement Recommendations
We appreciate the opportunity to review the Rice Lake Area School District website. This document outlines, in broad
strokes, some initial changes we suggest making to the site to improve usability for parents, staff, students, and
other stakeholders. It is based on a comprehensive review of the site we have conducted over the past several days.
In addition to the recommended changes below, we have also identified some potential next steps to help us move
forward with more in-depth work on the site.
Based on our review of the site, we recommend using the information outlined in this detailed spreadsheet to
address the following changes:

CONTEXT COPY

STYLISTIC ISSUES

INFORMATION UPDATE

During the review, there were
13 pages identified that were
missing context copy. This is
an important detail to add to
each page, as it provides the
reader with information on the
contents of the page. The
Student Services page offers
an example of how all landing
pages should be formatted.

Many stylistic issues were
found during the review of
the website, including a low
ADA compliance rate of
only 51%. A detailed list of
these issues, as well as
suggestions for
improvement, can be found
in the spreadsheet.

During the review of the
website, we found no pages
with outdated information.
We recommend continuing
the great work to keep all of
your pages and links up to
date and in working order.

Next Steps
We look forward to your
thoughts and are happy to
move forward with making
these changes at any time. If
you have any questions, please
do not hesitate to let us know.
Once again, thank you.

